Elections Board Meeting Minutes
Monday, February 17th at 3pm
GC 150

Election board members
Commissioner Tatiana Arevalo
Deputy Commissioner Teyona Byers
Geyris Batista
Katerina Geisler
Rachel Rodrigues
Bryan Wolfson
Paul Wright
Roll call
Tatiana Arevalo: Present
Teyona Byers: Absent
Geyris Batista: Present
Katerina Geisler: Absent
Rachel Rodrigues: Present
Bryan Wolfson: Present
Paul Wright: Present

Meeting began at 3:19pm

Bryan
Responding to emails and updating candidates on GC Pit
Updating candidates on transfer student credits making sure that they are aware of their requirements.

Paul

Reservations with parties or any candidate, any reservations will go through Elections board

Geyris

Doing tabling for voting dates
Setting up applicant walkthrough draft so we are well informed on what they do and contacts throughout elections.
Attendance sheets for information session

Rachel

Instagram following has increased
Following back with students on campaign rules

Candidate can announce they are running officially and will be given there documents with there confirmation that they have met all requirements to run

Meeting ended 3:55pm